
 Meeting the Masters: Don Angier (1933-2014)  
 

Over 50 years of training in budo, I have been lucky enough 
to meet or train under many notable martial artists. This year, I want 
to share my impressions, some deep set, some fleeting, about the 
men and women I met on the way. 

 

Having written an article (one of my first) for the now 

defunct Self-defense World, a magazine not only for, but also by 

martial artists, I eagerly scoured each new issue, and in one, noticed 

a drawing of a hakama-ed martial artist on one knee doing 

something like hiki nage (drawing throw). It was clear that the guy who wrote the article had a 

style similar to my own and frankly, at that point in time, I knew of very few aiki-ju-jutsu 

practitioners, and certainly not of a Don Angier. It prompted a letter to California. I was really 

disappointed when I did not receive a return missive from Soke Angier after a month. Then a 

very warm letter arrived where he explained that he had been away on location (he was a make-

up man for the movies) and that he had just returned. He gave me quite an outline of his martial 

arts history and training and encouraged me to keep in contact. This lead to a series of long-

distance phone calls in which we tried to find common ground in people we may have known 

(usually he knew the people where I knew of the people), or in the techniques we taught. After 

Shihan Church died in 1980, I needed a mentor and Soke Angier fit the bill more precisely than I 

could have hoped. 

I invited him to our dojo for a seminar on the details of his system (Soke Don Angier at 

Bushido-kai) and then later for two seminars about his aiki principles (The Principles of Aiki, 

vols. 1 & 2). He also appeared in our American Masters of 5 Aiki Arts with Sandai-kichu Dennis 

Palumbo and master instructors Miguel Ibarra, Roy Goldberg, and Henri-Robert Vilaire.  

Most people I know, who trained with him, share my opinion that he was somewhat 

mercurial (e.g. he changed his mind several times, for example about preferring to remain 

secluded in his dojo or avoiding association with other instructors), and very stubborn (e.g. 

despite a bypass operation, he refused to give up cheeseburgers). Neither quality denies, 

however, that his technique was, in my opinion, the best in the country and among the best in the 

world at that time.  

He would be generous in teaching, openly explaining how he performed his techniques 

and the principles by which they worked, but would feel slighted if someone learned what he did 

well enough to emulate it later on. At first, I felt that he was justifiably perturbed because those 

who purchased Bushido-kai videos could be seen later in their own videos or in seminars doing a 

typical Don Angier waza without giving him credit. Later, I realized that his feeling that 



notoriety had eluded him was powerful enough so that he felt offended even when sensei like 

myself gave him full credit, and even if we referred students to him for both class and for 

seminars.  

He was a font of both technical and historical knowledge and went back and forth 

between Japanese formality (he felt that he could “out-Japanese” the Japanese) and Western 

informality. In seminars, he wore traditional kimono with formal hakama (not gi with the more 

common black or blue dojo hakama), but in his own dojo, he would often teach class wearing 

Bermuda shorts and a short-sleeve shirt.  

Quirkiness aside, what I liked most about him was he could do aiki, explain it, and 

insisted that you do it to the best of your ability while providing the tools (principles and details) 

that allowed you to succeed. 

More on the fascinating Soke Don Angier next time. 

 


